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INTRODUCll0N
In the past. two decades, sociologists

have increasingly recognized the impor
tance .of examining social control
functionaries and organilEations in their
study of crime, law, and deviance. A social
control system takes its form through the
application of norms and law in the han
dling of cases presented to it (Schur 1968,
1 55; 1971,82). Sociologists who study the
law try to understand the c~eation and ap
plication of legal norms and find it reward
ing to examine the behavior and charac
teristics of justice system functionarie~.

Here, we try to develop typological dimen
sions of the judicial role which have
theoretical and empirical significance for
understanding judicial action. From exist
ing theory and research, dimensions of the
judicial role are hypothesized, and the
isomorphism of these dimensions with the
role perceptions of a s<tmple of lower court
judges is examined.

Much of our knowledge of justice in the
United states has beendeveloped by polit
ical scientists. In the past, they have been
concerned predominantly with the deci
sions and work of federal and state appel
late courts. This is not surprising, given the
traditional interest of political scientists in
the development (>f constitutional law and
in the relation of law and public policy
(Schur 1968, 150). However, contemporary
research by sociologists and political scien
tists has given greater attention to lower
participants in thejustice sYstem, such as
the police, prosecutors, and lower court
judges (Bordua 1967; Skolnick 1966; Wil
son 1968; Grossman 1969; Cole 1970). This
study contributes to filling gaps in our
knowledge of the lower 'judiciary. This is
critically importantfor the s.ociology of law.
The trial judge is a crucial and highlyvisible
agent of societal reaction in the application
of both civil and criminal law. The lower
court judge presides in the only courtroom
encounter which most people experience

(:Shover 1973; Jones 1960, 125J.

JUDICIAL ROLE IN
LOWER COURTS

Numerous attempts have been made to
establish and understand empirical reg
ularities in judicial behavior. Since the
emergence of the school of legal realism in

. jurisprudence, it has been assumed and
often demonstrated that many variables
exogenous to the law affect judicial action.
This must be the case, given the great dis
cretion present in judicial behavior (Davis
1969). Much research has concentrated on
the personal background. characteristics,
demographics, attitudes, and personality
features of judges {Schmidhauser 1960;
Nagel 1961; Bowen 1965). Another ap
proach has been the study of the judiciary
through the examination of the content of
the judicial role. This approach is most con
sistent with the sociological perspective of
role theory which is ba$ed on the assump
tion that people seek predicitability in their
relations with others (Sheldon 1974, 73).
The social world is viewed as a network of
interrelated statuses Within which roles are
enacted. Social organization, including that
of the justice system, may be conceived as
such networks of statuses which are as
sociated with role expectations (Turner
1974, 161). Merton offetedthe idea of the
role-set as an explanatory element 'in role
theory. A singlestatusmay involve an array
of roles, to which Merton applies the term
role-set, as the complement of role rela
tions which derive from a particular social
status (Merton 1957, 370).

The judgeship is a status"most suscepti
ble to analysis using this model of human
behavior since it isa formally specified of
fice involving numerous.role.relations with
other actors, many of whom also occupy a
formal status. The judicial role is comprised
of the total normative expectations for
judge, as s/he relates to other actors in the
legal system (Ungs & Baas 1972,343). Be-
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havior on the bench is necessarilyinflu- among Ohio trial court and intermediate
enced by the judge's perception of these court judges. Using a Q-sort technique for
expectations. Moreover, it is apparent that factoratl8lysis, they demonstrated only the
there is clear potential for role-set relations three types found by Vines. But they iden
which similarly may influence judicial be- tifiedtwo added types: the tria/judge, who
havior (Eulau 1969, 44). It is not surprising heavily reiied on precedent, due to a sense
that social scientists have cometopa~i,,~ of being dominated by the threat of higher
creasing attention to judicial. role f.l~r~~f.l-'¢Q~Rreview, and the peacemaker, who
tions, though they have concentrated'Qh'a ~Ues'a pragmatic orientation to the job
wide variety of aspects of the role. .. .. IIn(l'se8$ the judicial role as that of an ac-

Vines (1969) tried to isolate judges"per.- ti-vistto maintsinharmonious socialrela
ceptions of the purpose of the jtldiCiti~"s(ungs& Baas 1972, 347-358).
and their percepti.ons of the nattlt ·~.'hwothesizedrelation between these
decision-making process. He identifl~t_ rOlet¥Pflsand the court level proved incon
purposes of the judicial role: 1)therit~"'.t:. ~1:i~Ve. However, a study of Nevada stllte
who views his purpose as an insur.r/of courts showed that appellate courtjudges
specified legal procedu res, ·aftid\'.J/lIho gave more weight to the concept of justice
characteristically wishestoavoidpol.~jJl- jn'~eirdecisions and that they had a more
volvement; 2) the adjudicator,wtIov"'lJliiScontemplative view of their role than did
thepurposeoftheroleasprimaril~to$en,e lo~ercourt judges, who were more
to settle disputes; 3) thepo/icymskef!~~ oriented to law and precedent (Sheldon
tends to see the primary function\\.s\~ 1.).Astudy ofDetroit judges' sentencing
estllblishment of legal preced~tt~~~.~ '~Vior also showed that they are prObs
thesdministrstor, who tends to seet~rOl.I>I~mQfeoriented to narrower, formal legal
as providing rules for the internala(ft'llJni$tRaral'l'teters (Jaros & Mendelsohn 1967,
tration of lower coul:ts. Vines founctth'e«a487).
types of decision-making process;,UtHe It seems that legal functionaries vary a
/sw interpreter, who; primarilV\;$~tf)greatdeaHntheir perception of the function
maintilinconstitutionaUy found$i·.1;t~~..anduseof law in processing cases. Police
ity and separation of powers in;jUdi~~~!~ fiCtMtyvaries by orientlltion to the use of
cisions; 2) the lsw maker, whO' ~"YI\1'~~etionj which may either be a practical
legal norms as the natural outconte'OJn't6IC- :petcek88/!)ing approach or a universalist
ingdecisioos; and 3) theprag~$~~~O "tetler,;Of-the-law approach to lawen~

emphasizes particularistlclnt~r~~ ~t~ent"(Wilson 1968; Skolnick 1966).
aecordingtothe unique nature ofeachea-. ,pr~~utors differ In stressingprsgroatic
(Vines 1969, 467-414). ~~iderations in handling cases (Skotnielc

A major problem with Vines'ty~~lS 4.7; .Grossman 1969; Cole 1970). Thfl
its empirical base. It Is founded'S<)I,~<~~ $$'tneisconceivably true with respect to
the analysis of stllte supreme C~?"j~iCi.lrole orientations, including those
does not necessarily apply to lower~~!'tr .,..J'JCtinthe lower courts. One general fac
judges. A further prObI~m Is thedl~tlrl : tOri/Which may affect the judge's perception
between the purpose and the de'()~'~"", Qtthe role and, presumably, the decisions
making dimensions of the judiciall'ote~ Which the role'entails is the inclination to
These may not beempirlcallyse vlYfWthe law as a malleable tool to beuied
Forexample~ritualisticandpragQi;.n'Qbt$il'ling particularistic justice in each
caption$ may be more heurlsticallyco~~ C8.&,byvarylng the emphasis on the use of
tualizedes extremes of asingle continuum law to obtain substantive justice and a
of'l·oleorientlltions. smooth~functioning court. The judgfl Who

Ungssnd Baas tried to Isolate judicial does not so perceive the purpose oflawwill
roJetypeS,and then go·a step farther<~bectisP()$ed to a more ritualistic use aNt.,
rehstethese types to variations in court fhe;f()rmer orientation would suggest a
hJ\jel;They hypothesized th~prEl$8n~:~ Jl.l_wtIose attitude to the use of law Is
the same types as those found>I>YVI... b8$edonthe practicaLCQnsiderations of at..
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ticieiit case handiing, cleating the court
docket, and settling cases rapidly and par
ticularistically. S/heshould be relatively
more willing than the latter to accept ar
rangements such as negotiated pleas
worked out by the prosecutor. Ritualisti
cally oriented judges should show the op
posite inclinations. As noted, such differ
ences have been suggested in the litera
ture. But this difference in judicial orienta
tion has not been conceived as categories
forming the polar extremes of a single di
mension of role perceptions.

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
We hypothesize thatthere is a fundamen

tal difference in the perceptions of the judi
cial role relative to the use pf law, and we
suggest that this variCihce forms what is
termed thepragmatic~ritualisticcontinuum
of role perceptions. This dimension of role
percetion will be present in the lower
courts, buiit could be found at all levels of
the judiciary. Our hypotheses are restricted
to the lower courts.

The type continuums which we
hypothesize Cire constructed from the na
ture of the relation which judges may have
with the members of their role-set. Previ
ous investigators found that prosecutors
vary in the extent to which their use of dis
cretion in the charging process is influ
enced by other actors in the legal structure
(Lefave 1965; Neubauer 1971). This could
also be true of judges, particularly in the
lower courts. Research on role-set influ
ences in judges' behavior is limited. A study
of the charging process in Cook County,
Illinois, states thCit with respect to the judi
cial role, there is Ci convergence of the dis
cretionary power traditionally used by both
police and the prosecutor When preparing
and screening cases (Mcintyre 1968, 464).
While the dominance of the judge here over
some of his role-set members is a conse
quence oftheformallegCiI structure in Cook
County, a number of other factors could
also affect the influence which role-set
members have on judicial role perfor
mance. In some jurisdictions, and particu
larly in small and rural jurisdictions, judicial
action may be constrained by the judge's
personal relation with police and pro-

secutors, or by his sympathy with his/her
problems as crime fighters (Caudill 1963,
353).

On the other hand, role-set dominance
over the judge may be institutionCilized as
in the case of higher courts' power to re
verse lower court decisions. "Thejudge in
the court of origil'lal jurisdiction '" mCiY also
be aware of the shadow of an appellate
cou rt passing on any actions or decisions of
his which are dubious. He must thus ...
make his decisions with the possibility that
the 'hidden perceivers' may engage in an
appellate review.and possibly rebuke him,
either because of his Cipplication of a
specific rule of law to specific facts, or be
cause of the facts he has selected as impor
tant in a given case, or becCiuse he has be
haved arbitrarily and unreasonably." (Win
nick et al 1961, 125).

When we consider the patterns of domi
nance and independence within the judicial
role-set, two further dimensions of judges'
role perceptions are possible: 1) a
dominance-indePendence continuum may
be conceived as relative to role-set mem
bers such as police and prosecutors, and 2)
as a continuum of dominance-independ
ence as perceived relative to role-set mem
bers with more formal power, such as the
higher courts.

The judgeship is a status particularly
suitable to role analysis. From the litera
ture, three fundamental dimensions of the
role of lower court judges are
hypothesized: 1) Ritualism-Pragmatism as
a continuum of perceptions of constraints
of formal law on jUdicial goals and pur
poses, 2) the Dominance-Independence
continuum of perceptions of subordinate
role-set members such as police and pros
ecutors on judicial actions; and 3) the
Dominance-Independence continuum of
perceptions of the .influence of superordi
nate role-set members, such as the appel
late courts.

DATA AND METHOD
The dimensions of judicial role percep

tions which we have developed form three
polar typologies. One scientific function of
type construction is to order data so that
characteristics obtained from a single case,
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, -I.NDEPENDENCE
8

l,Ichasanything, I want to a~w~
~ses in which I have presided oYer

•. Qn. appeal.
91.l'(frather dismiss cases than try

t\avethem reversed on appe,al•
geshould try to maintain a low

ttYersal by the appellate coUI1.
. < to run my court in such a ltYaY\'h'~
~~ionsarenever reversed onfPP~' .
'~orry about having my decisions

rried on appeal.
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represEtnt it (1973, 191).

rt',,~a.Ec110N
.These items were chosen, based 00

!ic:lity, from a larger group ofQ~
./~.~oncerningproblemsanCl'
fl)al justice. They werecontaineclirti.\

;atfP·ENDENCE
tES

alice almost never arrest inno
~tpersons.
?'iJYdgea and prosecutors should have

",;'~"Vllorking .relationship.
<;••<Thepolice should be consulted before

..... ~rgea are dismissed or reduced to
.<qharges.
JI.lc:tgea should not refuse to go.along
'eta that are negotiated by the pros
s.office.
c:tgesatlould consult with tile pr~.

~~ef9redismissing or reducing crim
charges against defendants.

RllUALlSM-PRAGMAllSM
QU~SET

1•. Even when the evidence in a case is
wea/(, it is still desirable that the case

,. be tried in court so that it can be
. . on the evidence.

.'..Sometimes the judge must ignore
Pf....legalprocedures if it helps in dispos
i.:of~!minal cases•
.$. .. Ayove all else the judge must adhere

to legal procedure.
. 4. Trade and compromise are the

. backbone of the criminal justice system.
5.. ·Maintaining the integrity of the. law is

the primary responsibility of the judge.
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despite its uniqueness, reveal that is also
characteristic of other cases of that type.
Typologies are heuristic devices for reduc
ing the diversities and complexities of
phenomena to a· coherently general level
(McKinney 1957). However, in addition .to
their use in concept formation, co"!
typologies may also function as til
the sense that they are sets of·in~r
concepts bound by the logic ·afth
struction (McKinney 1969). Byth~r
typologies must be treated as prop
in need of empirical veriflcation.

Factor analysis serves asth.j~

method by which we test for the
of the three bipolar dimenaio,.. ~
role orientations. After we caf .
array ofcorrelations for the set
factor analyais enables us to ..
there is an underlying pattern9'
which the data could be reduced
ler setoffactors which aCCOUttt'QI'
relations in the data (Kim t976, .
hypothesized typology contin~ft

interpreted as predicted faet()J'~'
patethat statements ofattitude.
by judges wUl be structured
responses will cluster bytype~~
become apparent In the. factor.
these dimensions are in factprh
cial tole perceptions. ...ii' .

Bas..pon the.content and i'l'p/iqati9."of
'the typOlogy, 15 likert-tyPe atti....Cle .
ti~n$ were chosen. Judg8!l' r
.them should clusttlr predi~J)~
factors if these role typeaare
ptesent The Likert-type qUfJ$~

se~t9rdinal-type scales, butte'l
J?9rtfortreating them as ifthe'tl
theinterval sC$les require.
..~alyais (Laborvitz' 1970). The
~..Ie was ordered as follow,:
~rtMt;agree; neutral; disagree;
ala..Ciree. Unanswered qUell
~CICIortzed in the third n~tf
The numerical values of the flv·.·
were assigned in ascending ordesc:iri4iHg
order consistent with the ends.af 'he(~~
t~~uu.m.Five questions were used totOI'm,
..~i.l'\dex for. each of the three bi .. "i-
M'~hsi0rt$' following Comrey's.... .'
~a.t ...ch factor should ideally
rWoreand not less than three \,



TABLE 2: FACTOR ANALYSIS OF
JUDGES' ROLiPERCEPTIONS

(N=10)
Loadings, Factors:

TABLE 1: RESPONSES ON JUDGES'
ROLE PERCEPTIONS

(N = 70)
Item Mean Deviation

Ritualist-Pragmatic
1 3.96 0.95
2 3.24 1.17
3 3.66 1.17
4 3.67 0.91
5 4.27 0.83

Dominance-Independence:
Superordinates

11 2.90 1.17
12 2.31 1.11
13 3.46 1.03
14 3.17 1.30
15 2.26 1.00

119

3

.733

.197

.774

.041

.632

2

.177
-.495
.071

-.242
-.110

1Item

Ritualistic-Pragmatic
1 .002
2 -.007
3 .227
4 -.136
5 -.068

Dominance-Independence:
Superordinates

11 .796 .055 .044
12 .496 .420 -.130
13 .694 .216 .152
14 .714 .003 .316
15 .683 .083 -.282

Dominance-Independence:
Subordinates

6 -.014 .630 .221
7 .064 .580 .126
8 -.254 .650 .338
9 -.048 .572 -.201

10 .027 .633 .119

Dominance-Independence:
Subordinates

C 2.67 1.15
7 3.23 1.22
8 3.46 1.18
9 3.07 1.03

10 3.53 1.07
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FINDINGS
Table 1 indicates that there were rela

tively consistent response patterns with
small standard deviations. In each of the
three sets, at least three questions show a
significant difference from the neutral scale
value. Factor analysis was computed with
the program FACTOR of the Statistical
Package for the SocialSciences, employing
the Varimax method for orthogonal rota
tion, limiting the numberoffactors to three.
to correspond to. the number of
hypothesized dimensions (Kim 1975, 478).

The factoring procedures yielded the fac
tor matrix shown in Table 2. Since the re
sulting three factors closely resemble the
hypothesized factor structure, the findings
support the predicted continuums of judi
cial role perception. Factor 1 is primarily
loaded as predicted on the Dominance
Independence continuum (Items 11-15) re
lative to the superordinate higher courts.
except for Question 12. Since Question 12
loads about equally on two factors, we
withhold judgment. Th~ second con
tinuum, Dominance-Independence relative
to subordinates, showsth,rnostconsistent
hiQ.h loadings on Factor 2. Regarding the
Ritualistic-Pragmatic continuum, only
three items loaded heavily on Factor 3.
while Questions 2 and 4 failed to load con
sistently, probably due to a conflict bet
ween the sense ~ the questions and the
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questionnaire which was mailed to all Ten
nessee judges presiding in courts of origi
nal jurisdiction. This tONey was part of a .
larger study conducted in 1972-1973, which
had the aim of determining the impact of a
change in Tenn.see law on driving while
intoxicated (Shover et al 1976). The return
of 90 completed questionnaires made a 63
percent respons~ rate. However, this sam
ple was reduced to those 70 judges presid
ing in Tennessee's General Sessions
Courts to provide a more homogeneoiJs
group of respondents, in terms of the for
mally pr.cribed character of their judicial
role. These are lower trial courts of no re
cord having original jUrisdiction in mis
demeanor cases, including the function of
holding preliminary hearings in felony
cases.
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judges' perceptions of their role in court
procedure. To ask if judges ignore proper
legal procedures produced confused re
sponses, and the reference to trade and
compromise in legal proceedings may
have been seen as illegal or unethical.
Neverthless, the high loadings on the re
maining three questions give empirical
support for accepting the presence of the
Rutualism-Pragmatism continul.Jm, sitlce
there are no contrary loading patterr\s.on
Factor 3 from any of the other ql.Jestions.

IMPLICAnONS
-ThEise typologies could have heuristic

value for the study of other judicial traits.
Theoretical questions could be raised re
garding what factors are responsiblEt fOr
role-perception variation and wl1a~~,n:~rrs
of judicial action are influencedtl;t'\l;l~~~yls

there systematic variation in the comr'r\un
ity structures by size and type, i"Which a
tendency toward one orthe other end of the
continuum is likely to appear? Does var
iance in judges' characteristics,sl.Jch .as
political affiliation and activity, age, Or tim*'
on the bench, produce a greater ;te!'ldencY
to certain types of role orientation? Treat
ing the typologies as independent vari
ables, we might ask to what extentth",c:on
tent of judicial decisions can be pr~~ic~d

by the position of judges in these typecon~

tinuums. Does the severity of se!'lte!'l~X~ry
by type of criminal cases, or are patterns of
predictable decisions present in civilcases
which correspond to the typoIOQie~?ls

there variation between types of mod~of
adaptation to new legislation and appellate
decisions? We hope that su~h ql.Jestions
will stimulate investigation intoarn . •.
portent behavioral system which h y .•.•;.n
much neglected by students of the. ~rgar1i
zation and distribution of justice. in the
lower trial court.
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